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Natural four zeros texture mass matrices recently proposed by Fritzsch and Xing are investigated by includ-
ing ‘‘nonleading’’ corrections in the context of the latest data regardingmt

pole andVCKM matrix elements. Apart
from accommodatingmt

pole in the range 175615 GeV, uVcbu and uVub /Vcbu50.0860.02, the analysis with
maximalCP violation predictsuVtdu50.005– 0.013. Further, theCP-violating phase angled can be restricted
to the ranges~i! 22°–45° and~ii ! 95°–130°, concretizing the ambiguity regarding the phase of the CKM
matrix. Furthermore, we find that nonleading calculations are important when the ‘‘Cabibbo triangle’’ is to be
linked to the unitarity triangle.@S0556-2821~97!03017-8#

PACS number~s!: 12.15.Ff

Recently, Peccei and Wang@1# in a very interesting paper
have found a possible pattern of natural mass matrices at the
grand unified theory scale which are in agreement with low
energy data related to the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
~CKM! mixing matrix. A concrete realization of such mass
matrices at a low energy scale as shown by Wang@2# is
presented by the Fritzsch and Xing~FX! ansatz@3# consist-
ing of four zeros texture mass matrices@4#. Exploiting the
idea of maximality ofCP violation and relating the usual
unitarity triangle with the ‘‘Cabibbo triangle,’’ they have
found some very interesting results at leading order. In par-
ticular, by adding nonzero 22 elements in the ‘‘U ’’ as well as
‘‘ D ’’ sectors to the usual Fritzsch mass matrices@5#, FX
have found, at leading order,
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Further, in the complex plane by linking the Cabibbo triangle
with the usual unitarity triangle they have been able to show
Ds'90°, implying maximalCP violation in the context of
present mass matrices. The value ofDs is sensitive to varia-
tions of mass ratiosmu /mc andmd /ms ; however, the above
conclusion aboutDs is not inconsistent with the range sug-
gested by such variations.

The purpose of the present Brief Report, on the one hand,
is to find nonleading order corrections to relations~1!–~3!;
on the other hand, we want to examine the detailed implica-
tions of extra terms, introduced by FX in their formalism
compared to earlier Fritzsch mass matrices@5#, on the
VCKM phenomenology. Further, to extend the success of FX
mass matrices, it becomes interesting to examine how FX
mass matrices accommodatemt

pole @6#, the latest data regard-
ing VCKM elementsVub and Vcb , as well as the recently
found range ofVtd due to improved QCD calculations of
B0-B̄0 mixing phenomenon@7#. Furthermore, it would be
worthwhile to study the implications of nonleading correc-
tions to angles of the unitarity triangle which may shed some
light on the ambiguity relating to the phase of the CKM
mixing matrix @8#.

To this end, we have first exactly diagonalized FX matri-
ces and calculated the correspondingVCKM . The implica-
tions of the extra terms both in ‘‘U ’’ and ‘‘ D ’’ sectors is
quite manifest in the expressions forVCKM matrix elements
derived here.

To begin with, we consider the Fritzsch-Xing mass matri-
ces@3#: for example,

Mi5S 0 Di 0

Di* Ci Bi

0 Bi Ai

D ~ i 5u,d!, ~4!

whereDi5uDi ueis i and the elements ofMi are assumed to
follow the hierarchical structure, e.g.,uDi u!Bi'Ci,Ai .
The above matricesMi can be expressed as

Mi5PiM̄ i Pi
† , ~5!

where the real matricesM̄ i may be expressed as
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M̄ i5S 0 uDi u 0

uDi u Ci Bi

0 Bi Ai

D ~6!

and

Pi5diag~1,e2 is i,e2 is i !. ~7!

The real matricesM̄ i can be diagonalized exactly by or-
thogonal transformations: for example,

M̄ i5OiMi
diagOi

T , ~8!

where

Mi
diag5diag~m1 ,2m2 ,m3!, ~9!

with subscripts 1, 2, 3 referring tou,c,t in the ‘‘U ’’ sector
and d,s,b in the ‘‘D ’’ sector. The details of diagonalizing
matrix Oi are given in Ref.@9#.

To facilitate comparison with FX calculations as well as
for a better physical understanding of the structure ofVCKM ,
we present here the approximate form ofOu . For example,
by considering mu!mc,Cu,mt as well as
md,ms,Cd,mb , the structure forOu can be simplified
and expressed as
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The matrixOd can be obtained fromOu simply by changingu→d, c→s, andt→b.
The mixing matrixVCKM in terms ofOu,d can be expressed as

VCKM5Ou
TPudOd , ~11!

where

Pud5Pu
†Pd5diag~1,eiDs,eiDs! and Ds5su2sd . ~12!

Using Eq.~10! and retaining terms up to next-to-leading order, Eq.~11! can be simplified and written as
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The above expressions forVCKM are approximate; however,
for the purpose of calculations, we have employed exact ex-
pressions.

After having calculated theVCKM elements, we calculate
the angles of the unitarity triangle related to the decays
Bd→pp, Bd→Dp and Bd

0-B̄d
0 mixing. The quantities usu-
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ally discussed are sin 2a, sin 2b, and sin 2g whose respec-
tive relations toB decays andVCKM elements are detailed in
Ref. @10#.

Before we present our results, a brief discussion about
various inputs which have gone into the analysis is in
order. As a first step, we have considered quark masses
at 1 GeV @11#, for example, mu50.005160.0015
GeV, md50.008960.0026 GeV, ms50.17560.055 GeV,
mc51.3560.05 GeV, andmb55.360.1 GeV. Unlike FX,
we have not studied the implications of the spread in mass
values; rather we have endeavored to understand the detailed
implications of the variations ofCu and Cd on the CKM
phenomenology. Following FX, to maximizeCP violation,
we have fixedDs590°. Noting the fact that the CKM ma-
trix elementsuVusu anduVcbu are well known and have weak
dependence onm3’s andCi ’s, we have restricted the param-
eter space by first reproducinguVusu50.22 anduVcbu>0.038
@12,13#, ignoring the spread in the values ofuVcbu as the
calculated quantities hardly show any dependence on these.
The above value ofuVcbu, through Eqs.~13! and ~15!, fixes
the values ofCd for a given value ofCu .

After having fixed the values ofuVusu anduVcbu, we have
calculateduVubu, uVtdu, uVtsu, and other phenomenological
quantities related toVCKM , for mt

pole5175 GeV@correspond-
ing to mt~1 GeV!'300 GeV# and at different values of
Rt5Cu /mt . The variations with respect tomt have not been
considered as the calculated quantities do not show any sig-
nificant explicit dependence on the present experimental
range ofmt

pole @6#.
In Tables I and II we have summarized the results of our

calculations for sin 2a being negative and positive, respec-
tively. For the sake of uniformity, we have presented in the
tables the ratios ofVCKM matrix elements, e.g.,Rub
5uVub /Vcbu and Rtd5uVtd /Vcbu. A general survey of the

tables brings out easily that we are able to obtainRub from
0.06–0.10@10,14# by varying Rt for mt

pole5175 GeV. This
behavior ofRub can be easily checked from the expressions
of Vub andVcb . Similarly, the results foruVtdu can encom-
pass the presently expected range@7,10#. Coming to the
angles of unitarity triangle,a, b, and g, we find that the
present values are in accordance with similar calculations by
other authors@7,13,15#.

For the sake of brevity we have not included in the tables
our calculations regardingVts , xs , and Jarlskog’s
CP-violating rephasing invariant parameterJ @16#. How-
ever, a few remarks regarding these merit mention here. In-
terestingly, we find thatuVtsu<uVcbu for the entire range of
mt

pole and Rt . This is in accordance with expectations from
the unitarity ofVCKM @10#. A departure from the above pre-
diction would have important implications for present
texture-specific mass matrices. Similarly, the parameterJ
and Bs

0-B̄s
0 mixing parameterxs , though not shown in the

tables, have been calculated to be in the acceptable ranges,
e.g., J5(1.3– 2.4)31025 @17# and xs58 – 15(sin 2a.0),
18–45 (sin 2a,0) for xd50.73 @10#, again in accordance
with other similar calculations@7,13,15#.

A careful study of the tables reveals several features
which can be shown to be due to the presence of elementsCu
and Cd in the FX matrices. One finds that there are two
distinct ranges forVtd , sin 2a, sin 2b, and sin 2g, although
in the case of sin 2b the variations are not as much as in the
case of sin 2a and sin 2g. It is interesting to mention that
sin 2b does not show much dependence onmt or Cu or Cd .
The narrow range of sin 2b, despite considerable variation
of parameters, provides a severe testing ground for the
present texture four zeros mass matrices. The effect of the
additional parameter is particularly significant in the case of
uVtd /Vcbu which lies in two ranges, e.g., 0.14–0.22 and
0.24–0.31, corresponding, respectively, to lower and higher
value ofCd generated by Eq.~15! for a given value ofCu .

In order to have a better understanding of the significance
of our results, in Fig. 1, we have shown the variation of
calculated values ofuVubu anduVtdu as a function ofRt . It is
interesting to mention that we do not find any pronounced
dependence onmt for fixed Rt ; however, the dependence on
Cu and Cd is considerable. The figure also shows two dis-
tinct ranges forVub andVtd shown by solid and dotted lines
corresponding to values of these in Tables I and II, respec-
tively. The reason for two branches is not difficult to under-
stand when one realizes that fixinguVcbu through Eqs.~13!
and~15! leads to two values forCd for a given value forCu .
A detailed investigation of the exact expressions, e.g.,

FIG. 1. Variation of calculated values ofuVub /Vcbu and
uVtd /Vcbu with respect toRt ~Ri j 5uVi j /Vcbu, i j 5ub,td!, suffixes 1
and 2 corresponding to Tables I and II, respectively.

TABLE I. Calculated values ofRub , Rtd , S2u ~5sin 2u, u
5a,b,g! for Mt

pole5175 GeV and for differentRt values when
uVcbu50.038 withS2a taking negative values.

Rt Rub Rtd S2a S2b S2g

0.00 0.06 0.21 20.18 0.52 0.66
0.02 0.07 0.20 20.58 0.52 0.95
0.04 0.07 0.18 20.88 0.53 1.00
0.06 0.08 0.18 20.91 0.54 0.99
0.08 0.08 0.17 20.96 0.54 0.96
0.10 0.08 0.16 20.99 0.54 0.91
0.12 0.09 0.15 21.00 0.55 0.87
0.14 0.09 0.15 21.00 0.55 0.82
0.16 0.10 0.14 21.00 0.56 0.75

TABLE II. Same as in Table I withS2a taking positive values.

Rt Rub Rtd S2a S2b S2g

0.00 0.06 0.24 0.61 0.51 20.09
0.02 0.07 0.26 0.90 0.50 20.47
0.04 0.08 0.27 0.98 0.50 20.70
0.06 0.08 0.28 1.00 0.50 20.80
0.08 0.09 0.29 1.00 0.49 20.88
0.10 0.09 0.30 0.98 0.49 20.93
0.12 0.10 0.30 0.96 0.49 20.96
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Eqs. ~13!, ~15!, and ~16!, brings out clearly the contrasting
behavior ofVub andVtd .

To understand the full significance of our results regard-
ing the two ranges forVtd , sin 2g, etc., we would like to

mention that this can be linked to the ambiguity of the phase
of the CKM matrix, discussed in detail by Harris and Rosner
@8#. To explore this further, we consider the exact standard
parametrization of theVCKM matrix @10#:

Vn5S c12c13 s12c13 s13e
2 id

2s12c232c12s23s13e
id c12c232s12s23s13e

id s23c13

s12s232c12c23s13e
id 2c12s232s12c23s13e

id c23c13

D , ~17!

whereci j 5cosuij , si j 5sinuij , andd corresponds tod13 of
the standard parametrization. In this parametrization,d is
simply equal to the angleg of the unitarity triangle. As the
value ofb does not show much variation, therefore, the be-
havior ofd is very much related to the variations of anglesa
andg. As has been mentioned in the tables, the present data
allow an ambiguity in the sign of sin 2g which easily trans-
lates to the ambiguity of the quadrant ofd @8#. For having a
feeling of this ambiguity in theVCKM matrix elements, one
has to closely analyze the exact expression forVtd in Eqs.
~13! and ~16! along withVcb in Eqs.~13! and ~15!.

From the tables and expression~17!, one can easily find
the range ofd predicted by the present set of mass matrices,
as follows:

22°<d<45° and 95°<d<130°, ~18!

in good overlap with other similar calculations@7#. To con-
clude, FX mass matrices have been investigated in the con-
text of CKM phenomenology. In particular, we have exam-
ined in detail the implications of additional elements
introduced by FX in comparison with the earlier Fritzsch
mass matrices. Apart from obtaining the nonleading order

corrections to Eqs.~1!–~3!, we have seen that the maximality
of CP violation as enunciated by FX is in tune with the
present data. It is very striking to note that the variation of
Vtd , due to the additional elementsCu,d , leads to a range
which is very much in agreement with the results expected
from the recently improved calculations ofB0-B̄0 mixing @7#
for a fairly broad range of parameters considered here. The
role played byCu andCd in fitting the recent data pertaining
to CKM matrix elements needs to be highlighted as when
either of them is zero the full range of data pertaining toVub

and Vtd cannot be fitted@18#. A precise measurement of
angleb, through the decayB→cKs

0 , and ofVtd would cer-
tainly help in establishing the validity of present set of mass
matrices. Further, in the language of Ramond, Robert, and
Ross@4# it seems that present data favor texture four zeros
mass matrices.
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